
GOOGLE ORIGINAL BUSINESS PLAN

A business plan contains many details. The most notable part of Google's original and evolving business plan is the
theme underlying the plan.

Adsense: Adsense is a related to Adwords and this product can be used to help website owners display
advertisements on their own website. They point out that you can create a canvas in 20 minutes, whereas a full
business plan could take you 20 days. Consistency is the key, but is not the same as stubbornness. It was time
for a battle, which would finally allow Google to have its chance for the second stage of massive growth , both
regarding users acquisitions, then revenues. The two own 14 percent of the shares together but have voting
power through a supervoting stock. There were two huge battles going on. It was all tracked and based on the
context of the page. Hotmail , search both online and local desktop searching , and other applications for
example, Microsoft's Windows Live Local competes with Google Earth. To ensure that this continues to
happen, the company has a designated Chief Culture Officer. Rajeev Motwani and Terry Winograd later
co-authored with Page and Brin the first paper about the project, describing PageRank and the initial prototype
of the Google search engine, published in  Google has been listed by Alexa as the most visited website in the
world. Gmail was the first service to offer 1GB of free storage space as well as the option to keep
conversations in one thread. Those citations were represented by links. It is used for image recognition and
image based searches. Also, computers were not the slim and light machines that we are used to but instead
vast and voluminous machines that occupied entire rooms. Other resources include patents, licenses and
proprietary material. Kansas City was chosen as a pilot project, and the project was completed in  The
eventual move to the Googleplex in Mountain View, California happened in , when the company outgrew
other locations. This is not a complete history, but just my point of view. This gives a company enough time to
reach defined milestones, but not so much capital where a company does not feel the pressure to perform. This
role is served by the Director of Human Resources and the purpose is to ensure that the culture and way of
work is developed and maintained and kept true to the core values that formed the basis for the company.


